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ABSTRACT

\Ve have. obtaHied a seI w.s of high-res(,lution _pe( t, a (,f the

Mg IIk hne ot HD 199178. We me al@ying, spectral imag

ing technique. _, to deiive an image of the chromoN)heric

structmre and to study the translclH, beh;tvloi of the chro

most_here. We have umfoimly leduced and analyzed all

spectra in the IUE tu chiw_'s, and we aic compaIlng om re

suits with g_ound-based observatums of the photosphcre.

Four uh.ravlolet flares on HD 199178 have been observed;

3 of these occurred at roughly the same rotational phase

There is no clear phase dependence of the SWP line fluxes,

but throe is for the Mg II k flux The emission centrold of

the Mg IIk hnc varies ill it quasi-sinusoidal fashion, presum-

ably due to the rotation of a non-uniform chromosph(ue

Keywords. HD 199178, Spectral Imaging, FK Comae Stars,

Chromospheres, Stellar Flares

1. INTRODUCTION

HD 199178 1- a G grant btm w_th a usm_ of S0 km s -1

and a photometric period of P 3.337 days, yet it has no

measured radial velocity variation (Fief. 1). Its rapid rota-

tion, theiefore, probably is not due to spin-orbit coupling

in a close-binary system, but perhaps is a result of binary

coalescence. Bopp and Stencel (Fief. 2) classified it as one

of three known FI( Comae stars. The shape and behav-

ior of its visible hght curve suggest that its photosphere is

non-uniformly spotted and that, the photosl)heric structure

chaalges on yearly, or even monttdy, tmmscales (Refs. 3,

4, and &). HI_) 199178 is one of very few stars for which

this t)hotospherlc non umformity has been mapped using

Doppler nnagmg techmques (Fief 6)

The two low resolution spectra obtained in 1981 (Rcf. 2)

showed some suggestion that the S\VP line fluxes were

brightest near the phase of maximum photospheric bright-

ness (¢=0.5), suggesting a spatial correhmon between the

chron,ospheric and photospheuc stiucture. Spectra ob-

taaned in 1982 seemed to confirm this suggestion, but the

differences were less pronounced.

B_'_aubc HD 199178 > a sil,g,h', laI)idly iot.ating star with

bright chr(mlosI)henc emission lines, we consMered it an

kh'al candidate for an ultraviolet spectral mmgmg study•

Wct, hereforc obtained a smws of spectra in Septenfl)er 1986.

Unfoltunately, only 3 unique t)hase_, were observed. The

lngh resolution si)ectra of the Mg II k (2795 _) lines ._howed

gross, api)areiltly phase-(h,i)cndent asymmettms that

se('med to be ('orielated with the large i)hotosi)heric spot

_c_,n mth(, optical Dc)pph.'r image (Rcf. 6) and perhaps

with a scatteiing patch inDrrcd from linear polarization

measurements made in 1982 and 198,3 (Ref 3).

In order to, nuq) the spatial distribution of the chromo-

spheric emission, we obtained a series of seven uniformly

phased, hig, h-resolution LWP st)ectra m September 1987.

The._(.' spectia are being used, in COIIjUllCtlOII with those

awulable m the IUE a\ chives, to constiuct an "mmge" of

the system as seen in the light of Mg II

We present results of the first phase of this analysis and dis-

cu._s the measured consti aints on the spatial (listrihution of

the chromost)her(: These constraints will be used to derive

series of images showing the chromospheric brightness dis-

tributlon at the observed phases \Ve will comI)are these

images w_th contemporaneous ot')t_cal results--Doppler im-

age% lineai pohtnzation measurements, and t)hotometry -

and with the rotational modulation of the low-resolution

SWP line fluxes

2 SWP LINE FLUXES

All of the low-resolution SWP spectra available in the IUE

archives were processed uniformly w_th the current process-

ing softwme. Line fluxes were measured by a gaussian fit

to the emission line and a quadratic function to the local

background (see Ref. 7 for details). The results for C IV

(1550 ]k), C II (1335 _), and O I (1305 ._i) are shown in

Figure 1. The different symbols represent different epochs.

All el)ochs were 1)hased to the ephemeris g_ven in Ref. 4.

The peak C IV fluxes in 1981 and 1982 presumably indicate

stellar flares The C II flux was less enhanced dtumg these

A Decade oj UV A,wronomv with IUE, Pnw. Ceh'bratot3' Sympo_mm. GSFC, Greenbelt. USA, 12-15 April 1988, ESA 5P-281, Vol 1 #une 1988)
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Figure 1. Integrated line flux v. rotataonal phase for C IV

(top), C II (middle), and O I (bottom) are plotted with a

common ephemeris. The symbols represent different epochs

(/\=1981, x=1982, +=1986, *=1987). Each panel has a

different flux scale.

flares, and the enhancement of the O I flux was smaller

still. Contrary to earlier conclusions based solely on tile

1981 (Ref. 2), 1982, and 1986 fluxes, there is no clear phase-

dependence of the line fluxes. Tile 1987 fluxes are uniformly

lower than those at other epochs.

The visible light curve of HD 199178 undergoes abrupt

changes in amplitude (Refs. 4 and 5), and it is possible

that the epoch of minimum light changes from year to year

(Ref. 3). This system has been monitored regularly with

the APT and by various observers. During the 1987 ob'-

serving run, extensive photometry was obtained. A better

understanding of the visible light curve is crucial to our

interpretation of the ultraviolet variations.

3. TWO-COMPONENT FITS TO THE Mg II k LINES

As a first step in the spectral imaging procedure (see Ref. 8

for a detailed description of the technique), we fit all of the

high-resolution Mg II k (2795 _,) spectra with two gaus-

sian components: one to represent the global chromospheric

emission and one to match the (unresolved) interstellar ab-

sorption line. In most cases these fits match the overall line

profile well, but in a few cases line wing emission well in

excess of the fit profile was seen. The parameters of the

fitted stellar profiles are summarized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Paranmters of tile two component gausslan fits

to the Mg II k lines of all spectra available m the IUE

archives. The symbols represent different epochs, as in Fig-

ure 1 (note that there were no high-resolution spectra ob-

tained in 1981). The top panel shows the integrated stellar

emission flux (corrected for interstellar absorption) in units

of 10 -_a erg s -1 cm -2. The middle panel shows the centroid

velocity of the stellar ennssion component, in km s -1 . The

stellar radial velocity is -28 km s -1 (Ref. 1). The bottom

panel shows the measured FWHM, expressed as km s-z,

with the instrumental width deconvolved.

Two flares (in 1986 and 198T), both at ¢ _0.65, are md_

cated by enhanced lane fluxes (there was also a flare at this

phase in 1981--see Figure 1). Aside from the flares, there is

a clear phase-dependence of the Mg IIk flux at all epochs,

appi'oxmmtely in anti-phase with the visible light curve. In

contrast to the SWP line fluxes, the mean Mg IIk flux in

1987 is about the same as that seen at other epochs

The quasi-smusoMal variation of centroid velocity (see Fig-

ure 2) with phase cannot be due to orbital velocity about

a previously unknown companion, because visible spectro-

scopic observatmns (Ref. 1) place a much more stringent

limit on any velocity variations (.<2 km s -1). The velocity

varianon therefore is probably due to the rotation of a non-

uniformly bright star. A large, bright rcgmn in the chro-

mosphere, centered at, ¢ _0.5, could produce the oberved

velocity variation. The peak Mg IIk flux, however, is at

q5 _0.0, so tlns region does not account for the w*riabil-

ity in the total flux (see Ref. 8 for another example of th_s

phenomenon).
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\Vcwill re-fit these sl)ectla with a_ sylninct.llC CllliSSl()ll COill-

l)oncnt CCllt.clcd ;tt the predicted radial velocity plus all

ad(htlonal l)hasc-dclmndcnt, comI)oncnt Tills should pro-

vade a ('lude picture of the chronlosl)hcre. Any structure

is likely large scale, because no narrow fc_ttlll'C'4 _.itc SCell to

move across the line pi()file as the star rotates.

The measured line widths (Figure 2) aie all sig, mfiCalitly

higher than the stellar vsinl (80 kill s-l). The profile was

broadened by a tteln(mdous alnount during tile 1987 flare,

asld tile measured widths in 1987 arc all higher than at the

t)revlous ci)ochs
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